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In Caenorhabditis elegans, numerous ‘synMuv’ (synthetic

multivulval) genes encode for chromatin-associated pro-

teins involved in transcriptional repression, including an

orthologue of Rb and components of the NuRD histone

deacetylase complex. These genes antagonize Ras signal-

ling to prevent erroneous adoption of vulval fate. To

identify new components of this mechanism, we per-

formed a genome-wide RNA interference (RNAi) screen.

After RNAi of 16 757 genes, we found nine new synMuv

genes. Based on predicted functions and genetic epistasis

experiments, we propose that at least four post-transla-

tional modifications converge to inhibit Ras-stimulated

vulval development: sumoylation, histone tail deacetyla-

tion, methylation, and acetylation. In addition, we demon-

strate a novel role for sumoylation in inhibiting LIN-12/

Notch signalling in the vulva. We further show that many

of the synMuv genes are involved in gene regulation

outside the vulva, negatively regulating the expression of

the Delta homologue lag-2. As most of the genes identified

in this screen are conserved in humans, we suggest that

similar interactions may be relevant in mammals for

control of Ras and Notch signalling, crosstalk between

these pathways, and cell proliferation.
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Introduction

In the past decade, a wealth of studies has shown the

importance of chromatin modifications and chromatin remo-

delling in gene regulation (reviewed in Jenuwein and Allis,

2001). These include modification of histone tails by acetyla-

tion, deacetylation, and methylation, binding of factors to

modified histones, and nucleosome remodelling. A large

number of different complexes are known to have activities

in modifying chromatin, but it is poorly understood how they

function in a developmental context.

The Caenorhabditis elegans vulva represents a simple

developmental system in which to study the function and

mechanism of chromatin regulation. The so-called synthetic

multivulval (synMuv) genes, many of which encode chroma-

tin-associated proteins (see below), inhibit vulval develop-

ment by antagonizing Ras signalling through an unknown

mechanism (Fay and Han, 2000). Identification of the factors

involved in this regulation and study of their functions should

lead to an understanding of how these work together to bring

about correct cellular development.

The vulva develops from three of six multipotent vulval

precursor cells (VPCs; P(3–8).p) positioned along the ventral

midline. In wild-type animals, P(5–7).p form the vulva

(Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). An EGF signal (LIN-3) emanat-

ing from an overlying gonad cell (the anchor cell, AC)

(Kimble, 1981; Hill and Sternberg, 1992) activates the Ras

signalling cascade in the closest VPCs through the EGF

receptor LET-23 (Figure 1A) (Aroian et al, 1990; Beitel et al,

1990). The VPC closest to the AC, P6.p, receives the highest

level of inductive LIN-3 EGF signal and becomes a 11 vulval

cell (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1986). It responds by producing

Notch ligands (LAG-2, APX-1, and DSL-1) and downregulat-

ing LIN-12/Notch in a Ras-dependent manner (Shaye and

Greenwald, 2002; Chen and Greenwald, 2004). The ligands

activate the Notch signalling pathway in the flanking P5.p

and P7.p cells (Sternberg, 1988), which in turn activate the

transcription of negative modulators of Ras signalling (Yoo

et al, 2004). This lowers the level of Ras signalling in P5.p and

P7.p and triggers adoption of the 21 vulval fate (Figure 1B)

(Sternberg, 1988; Sundaram, 2004; Yoo et al, 2004). This

crosstalk between Ras and Notch is critical for specification

of vulval fates. The remaining three VPCs (P(3, 4, 8).p) have

a non-vulval 3o fate, dividing once and fusing with the

syncytial hypoderm, hyp7 (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). It

is thought that hyp7, which is in contact with the VPCs,

counteracts Ras signalling by producing an as yet undefined

signal (Herman and Hedgecock, 1990; Hedgecock and

Herman, 1995; Myers and Greenwald, 2005).

Ras signalling in the VPCs is antagonized by two geneti-

cally redundant groups of genes, the class A and class B

synMuv genes (Ferguson and Horvitz, 1989). Animals mutant

for a gene of either class have a normal vulva, but in animals

doubly mutant in both a class A and a class B gene, one

or more of the VPCs that should have a 31 fate are instead

induced to have a vulval fate, leading to the multivulval

(Muv) phenotype. Recently, a third class of synMuv mutants

(class C) was identified, which are Muv at low frequency,

but show a high-penetrance Muv phenotype when combined
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with either a class A or a class B synMuv mutant (Ceol

and Horvitz, 2004). The Muv phenotype of synMuv mutants

requires the Ras signalling cascade, but is independent

of the ligand LIN-3, suggesting that the synMuv genes

prevent a basal level of Ras signalling from inducing VPCs

to the vulval fate. At least some of the synMuv genes (e.g.,

LIN-35 Rb, see below) function in the hyp7 hypodermal

syncytium, suggesting that they may be part of the anta-

gonistic signalling from the hypodermis (Herman and

Hedgecock, 1990; Hedgecock and Herman, 1995; Myers and

Greenwald, 2005).

The molecular nature of some of the synMuv proteins

suggests that they function via transcriptional repression.

For example, in the synMuv B class, lin-35 is a C. elegans

homologue of the tumour suppressor Rb (Lu and Horvitz,

1998), which can regulate the G1/S-phase transition via

repression of transcription (reviewed in Frolov and Dyson,

2004). Rb and Rb-related factors can function in a complex

with the heterodimer DP/E2F and HDAC1 (histone deacety-

lase) to prevent expression of S-phase-promoting genes by

deacetylation of histone tails (Brehm et al, 1998; Morrison

et al, 2002). Two recent publications described related

Drosophila Rb/E2F complexes that contain homologues of

multiple other synMuv B proteins; these complexes, termed

dREAM and Myb–MuvB, have transcriptional repressor acti-

vity (Korenjak et al, 2004; Lewis et al, 2004; Lipsick, 2004).

Other synMuv proteins have also been linked to repression of

transcription. For example, the NuRD complex is a chromatin

modifier complex that represses transcription through

nucleosomal remodelling and deacetylase activities. Most

members of this complex have been shown to display

synMuv activities (Lu and Horvitz, 1998; Solari and Ahringer,

2000; von Zelewsky et al, 2000). In mammalian cells, deregu-

lation of NuRD has been linked to metastatic growth (Feng

and Zhang, 2003; Kumar et al, 2003). Recently, several compo-

nents of the TRRAP-containing TIP60 histone acetlytransferase

complex were shown to have synMuv activity (Ceol and

Horvitz, 2004); the TIP60 complex has links to both tran-

scriptional activation and repression (McMahon et al, 1998;

Bouchard et al, 2001; Lang et al, 2001; Ard et al, 2002; Cai

et al, 2003; Frank et al, 2003; Xiao et al, 2003). Many of the

remaining synMuv genes are nuclear proteins of unknown

function (Clark et al, 1994; Huang et al, 1994; Hsieh et al,

1999; Thomas and Horvitz, 1999; Thomas et al, 2003). It is

not yet known in which tissue(s) most of the synMuv

proteins act. However, LIN-35/Rb functions in tissue adjacent

to the vulva (the syncytial hypodermis hyp7) and not in

the vulva itself, so Ras-regulated vulval genes are probably

not its direct targets (Myers and Greenwald, 2005).

To further understand this process, we sought to identify

the majority of synMuv genes in the genome through

genome-wide RNA interference (RNAi) screens in C. elegans.

Our results suggest that multiple chromatin regulatory com-

plexes cooperate to repress Ras-induced vulval development.

In addition, through epistasis studies, we find that sumoy-

lation regulates synMuv function and Notch signalling. This

systematic reverse genetic approach also identified novel

synMuv genes with human homologues that might poten-

tially be involved in uncontrolled cell growth.

Results

Genome-wide screens for synMuv genes

We previously constructed a library of 16 757 bacterial strains

for RNAi of 86% of C. elegans genes (Fraser et al, 2000;

Kamath et al, 2003). Each bacterial strain is designed to

produce dsRNA corresponding to a single predicted gene.

Through feeding upon a given bacterial strain, worms ingest

the dsRNA, inducing a knockdown of gene function via RNAi

(Fire et al, 1998; Timmons and Fire, 1998).

To identify systematically synMuv genes, we carried out

two genome-wide RNAi screens, starting with a class A

synMuv mutant, lin-15A(n767), or a class B synMuv mutant,

lin-15B(n744) (Clark et al, 1994; Huang et al, 1994). Animals

singly mutant for lin-15A or lin-15B have a normal vulva, but

in double mutants of lin-15A and any class B synMuv gene

or of lin-15B and any class A synMuv gene, the vulva is

hyperinduced, causing multiple vulval protrusions, the Muv

phenotype (Ferguson and Horvitz, 1989) (Figure 2). To

identify new synMuv genes, we fed lin-15A or lin-15B mu-

tants each bacterial strain in the feeding library and screened

for those that induced a multiple protrusion phenotype. We

screened candidates using vulval GFP markers to find those

with extra vulval cells (not shown) and then directly counted

the number of induced vulval cells by observation using DIC

microscopy (see below).

We identified a total of 18 synMuv genes in the screens

(Table I); one other was identified by subsequent candidate

testing (see below). Of these, nine are new synMuv genes, all

showing ectopic vulval fate induction in a class A or class B

background, or in both backgrounds (Table II). The 10

previously studied loci represent 83% of the synMuv genes

in the RNAi library (Table I). All of the new synMuv genes

have a human homologue (Table I), compared to around 60%

of all C. elegans genes (Harris et al, 2004). In addition, based

on sequence similarities, seven new synMuv genes have links

to transcription regulation (Table I and see below).

Figure 1 Vulval cell fate specification by the inductive and lateral
signals. (A) The inductive signal emanates from the AC. The AC
secretes LIN-3 EGF inducing vulval fates in P(5–7).p, which will
produce 22 vulval cells. The remaining VPCs have the 31 cell fate,
dividing once (dashed circles) and fusing to the hypoderm hyp7.
(B) Upon activation of the Ras signalling pathway in P6.p, LIN-12/
NOTCH is downregulated in a Ras-dependant manner and its
ligands (LAG-2, APX-1, and DSL-1) are expressed, mediating the
lateral signal essential for expression of the 21 fate in P5.p and P7.p.
In these cells, Notch signalling is activated and negative regulators
of Ras are upregulated, reducing Ras signalling.
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Most of the new synMuv genes inhibit a ligand-

independent activity of the Ras pathway

The classical synMuv phenotype depends on the LET-60 Ras

signalling cascade, but is independent of the ligand LIN-3

EGF, indicating a function in inhibiting ligand-independent

signalling through the RTK pathway (Lu and Horvitz, 1998).

To investigate whether this is also true for the new synMuv

genes, we tested whether let-60(n2021), a loss-of-function

allele of let-60 Ras, suppresses the synMuv phenotype (Beitel

et al, 1990). After RNAi of the synMuv genes in either let-

60(n2021); lin-15A or let-60(n2021); lin-15B backgrounds,

nearly no Muv animals are produced (Table III and data not

shown). Therefore, the ectopic vulval development induced

by loss of synMuv activity for the new synMuv genes depends

on let-60 Ras activity. We also tested if these synMuv pheno-

types are ligand independent using lin-3(n378), which was

previously used for that assay (Ceol and Horvitz, 2004).

Except for one gene (W01G7.3), the synMuv phenotype is

expressed independently of the LIN-3 EGF ligand (Table III).

Therefore, similar to previously studied synMuv genes, all

but one of the new synMuv genes identified act to antogonize

a ligand-independent activity of the Ras pathway.

The finding that W01G7.3 is ligand dependent suggests

that it may act at the level of the AC, for example in down-

regulating lin-3 expression. W01G7.3 encodes a 13.3 kDa

subunit of RNA polymerase II that might have a specific

function in vulval development.

SUMO pathway genes interact with synMuv A, B, and C

The RNAi screens identified two components of the sumoyla-

tion pathway as synMuv genes: smo-1, encoding the small

ubiquitin-related modifier protein SUMO, and uba-2, encod-

ing a SUMO-activating enzyme. RNAi of either gene causes

vulval hyperinduction in both class A and class B synMuv

backgrounds (Table II). In the case of smo-1 RNAi, there is

also a weak Muv phenotype (Table II; Broday et al, 2004;

Figure 2 The Muv phenotype. (A) Wild-type N2 adult with normal
vulva (arrow). (B) lin-15B(n744); lin-15A(RNAi) adult with multi-
ple vulval protrusions. Arrowheads point to extra vulvae and the
arrow to the normal vulva.

Table I New and previously studied synMuv genes

Predicted
gene

Locus Human homologue Brief description Found in
screen

Essential
gene

Previously
known

C03B8.4 lin-13/lin-51 ZFP28 (3.4E-18) Zinc finger protein ND No Yes
C32F10.2 lin-35 RBL2 (1E-46) Retinoblastoma-like B No Yes
C47D12.1 trr-1 TRRAP (1.7E-266) TRRAP protein B Yes Yes
C53A5.3 hda-1/gon-10 HDAC1 (1.7E-170) Histone deacetylase 1 B Yes Yes
F26F12.7 let-418 Mi-2 beta (0.0) Chromodomain helicase protein ND* Yes Yes
F26G5.9 tam-1 TRIM9 (7.9E-14) RING finger/B-Box protein No No Yes
F44B9.6 lin-36 None None B No Yes
JC8.6 — MTL5 (3.1E-42) Tesmin B No Yes
K01G5.2 hpl-2 CBX1 (1.6E-21) Chromobox protein No Yes Yes
K07A1.12 lin-53/rba-2 RBBP4 (1.8E-171) Rb associated protein 48 B Yes Yes
M04B2.1 mep-1/gei-2 ZNF406 (7E-04) Zinc finger protein B Yes Yes
T23G7.1 dpl-1 TFDP1 (4.1E-64) Transcription factor DP-1 ND* Yes Yes
T27C4.4 egr-1 MTA1L1 (4E-66) Metastasis associated protein A Yes Yes
VC5.4 mys-1 HTATIP (3.5E-121) TIP6O histone acetyltransferase No Yes Yes
Y1O2A5C.18 efl-1 E2F4 (9.2E-41) Transcription factor E2F4 B Yes Yes
ZK632.13 lin-52 L0C91750 (2.3E-06) Novel protein B No Yes
ZK637.7 lin-9 TGS (1.3E-67) Tudor domain B No Yes
ZK662.4 lin-15b None None ND No Yes
ZK678.1 lin-15a None None ND No Yes
E01A2.4 — NKAP (8.3E 50) Nuclear NF-kB activ. protein B Yes No
F29B9.6 ubc-9 UBE2I (2.3E-70) Ubc9/SUMO-1 conj. enzyme No Yes No
K12C11.2 smo-1 UBL1 (2.5E-25) SUMO A, B Yes No
R05D3.11 met-2 SETDB1 (5.3E-44) Histone H3 lysine-9 methyltransferase B No No
R06C7.7 rls-1/lin-61 L3MBTL2 (2E-42) Lethal (3) malignant brain tumor B Yes No
W01G7.3 — POLR2J (1.6E-37) RNA pol II (13.3 kDa) B Yes No
W02A11.4 uba-2 UBE1 (2.4E-107) Uba2/SUMO activating enzyme subunit 2 A, B Yes No
W07B3.2 gei-4 CALD1 (1.2E-10) Unknown B Yes No
Y71G12B.9 — ACRC (2E-13) Unknown B No No

Shown are predicted gene name, locus, closest human homologue with BlastP E-value in parentheses, a brief description of the protein,
whether the gene was identified in the lin-15A screen (designated ‘B’), the lin-15B screen (designated ‘A’), or not screened (designated ‘ND’ for
clones not in the library or ‘ND*’ for incorrect RNAi clones), if the gene is essential (defined as embryonic lethal, larval lethal, or sterile) and if
it is a previously known synMuv gene.
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Leight et al, 2005). Post-translational modification of proteins

by SUMO can affect nuclear targeting, the formation of sub-

cellular structures, the control of protein stability, and the

modulation of transcription factor activities (reviewed in

Gill, 2004). Similar to ubiquitination, sumoylation requires

E1, E2, and E3 enzyme activities. The E1 activity (the SUMO-

activating enzyme) is composed of a heterodimeric complex

consisting of Aos1 and Uba2. The SUMO-conjugating enzyme

E2 is provided by Ubc9 (Wilson and Rangasamy, 2001).

Finally, SUMO protein ligases (E3s) are numerous and are

thought to be responsible for substrate specificity (Seeler

and Dejean, 2003). To investigate further the requirement

for sumoylation in vulval development, we used RNAi to test

whether the C. elegans homologue of the E2 enzyme Ubc9

(F29B9.6 ubc-9) has synMuv activity. Similar to our findings

with smo-1 SUMO and uba-2, we found that ubc-9 displays

synMuv activity in both class A and class B backgrounds

(Table II).

We then tested if smo-1 or ubc-9 synthetically interacted

with the novel synMuv C class. We found that RNAi of smo-1

or ubc-9 in the class C background mys-1(n4075) did produce

a synMuv phenotype (45% Muv, 3.50 VPC induced, n¼ 20

and 53% Muv, 3.60 VPC induced, n¼ 15, respectively, com-

pared to 3% for mys-1(n4075) alone). The synMuv pheno-

type in class A, B, or C backgrounds places the SUMO

pathway into a separate synMuv class.

The finding that RNAi of smo-1, uba-2, or ubc-9 produces a

synMuv phenotype suggests that sumoylation might regulate

one or more synMuv protein activities. The number of

substrates for sumoylation is steadily growing. The human

homologue of hda-1, HDAC1, is sumoylated and mutation of

the lysines targeted by SUMO reduces HDAC1-mediated

transcriptional repression (Kirsh et al, 2002). To test whether

the HDAC HDA-1, a synMuv gene, is sumoylated in

C. elegans, we performed a Western blot for this protein

in extracts from wild-type and smo-1 knockout strains. We

observed two bands in N2 worm extracts, a fast-migrating

one at about 65 kDa, and another one at 75 kDa, the expected

size increase for a SUMO modified HDA-1 (Figure 3). In a

smo-1 mutant extract, the slow-migrating band is absent.

Post-transcriptional modification of HDA-1 thus depends on

SMO-1, suggesting that HDA-1 is sumoylated (Figure 3).

Sumoylation inhibits LIN-12/Notch signalling

in the vulva

RNAi of smo-1 on its own induces a low percentage of Muv

animals (Table II; Broday et al, 2004; Leight et al, 2005). We

tested if this phenotype also depends on let-60 Ras using the

reduction-of-function allele let-60(n2021). To our surprise,

rather than a reduced Muv frequency, smo-1(RNAi); let-

60(n2021) animals show a striking increase in the percentage

of Muv animals compared to smo-1(RNAi) in N2 (56 versus

Table II Induction of vulval fate

Predicted gene Locus VPCs induced (% Muv; n) VPCs induced (% Muv; n) VPCs induced (% Muv; n)

WT lin-15B lin-15A

K12C11.2 smo-1 3.2 (7; 15) 5.07 (86; 7) 3.70 (80;5)
W02A11.4 uba-2 3.0 (0; 28) 3.85 (62; 13) 3.21 (33; 12)
F29B9.6 ubc-9 3.0 (0; 20) 3.24 (24; 17) 5.13 (100; 8)
W01G7.3 — 3.0 (0; 18) ND, let 3.50 (60; 12)
W07B3.2 gei-4 3.0 (0; 20) ND, let 3.25 (29; 14)
E01A2.4 — 3.0 (0; 15) 3.03 (3; 31) 3.94 (66; 9)
Y71G12B.9 — 3.0 (0; 20) 3.00 (0; 30) 3.27 (22; 32)
R05D3.11 met-2 3.0 (0; 10) 3.00 (0; 24) 3.38 (38; 8)
R06C7.7 rls-1/lin-61 3.0 (0; 8) 3.00 (0; 20) 3.34 (32; 25)

Indicated are the predicted gene, the locus, and VPC induction after RNAi in WT, lin-15B(n744), or lin-15A(n767) backgrounds (assessed by
cell lineage at the L4 stage). Given is the average number of VPCs induced and in parentheses the percentage of hyperinduced animals and the
number of animals analysed (% Muv; n).
ND, let: not done because of lethality.

Table III Ras epistasis with new synMuv candidates

lin-15A let-60; lin-15A lin-3; lin-15A

No RNAi 0% (23); 3.00 0% (25); 3.00 0% (27); 0.98
lin-15B(RNAi) 94% (17); ND 17% (30); ND 100% (20); ND
smo-1(RNAi) 42% (19); 3.34 0% (40); 3.0 37% (19); 2.65
met-2(RNAi) 59% (17); 3.94 0% (25); 3.00 19% (25); 2.83
gei-4 (RNAi) 91% (11); 4.40 0% (15); 3.00 33% (21); 3.17
E01A2.4(RNAi) 18% (28); 3.25 0% (15); 3.00 12% (26); 2.42
rls-1/lin-61(RNAi) 93% (15); 5.30 3% (22); 3.27 52% (21); 3.29
W01G7.3(RNAi) 60% (10); 3.70 0% (28); 3.00 0% (23); 1.17
Y71G12B.9(RNAi) 20% (20); 3.23 0% (31); 3.00 21% (19); 2.84

The first column includes gene targeted by RNAi. The next three columns include the background in which the RNAi has been performed: lin-
15A(n767), let-60(n2021);lin-15A(n767), and lin-3(n378);lin-15A(n767). Values represent the percentage of Muv animals, the number of
animals analysed, and the average number of VPCs induced. No RNAi of let-60(n2021) or lin-3(n378) are, respectively, 0% (18); 2.75 and 0%
(20); 0.48. The synMuv A activity of smo-1(RNAi) was analysed in lin-15B(n744), let-60(n2021);lin-15B(n744), and lin-3(n378);lin-15B(n744)
producing, respectively, 92% (12); 4.75, 7% (29); 3.16, and 44% (20); 3.00. No RNAi for these three backgrounds are 0% (20); 3.00, 0% (18);
2.75, and 0% (20); 2.30, respectively.
ND: not determined.
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7%; Table IV). We observed a similar increase in Muv

phenotype when two other sumoylation pathway compo-

nents, uba-2 or ubc-9, are knocked down in let-60(n2021)

animals (Table IV). Further, smo-1(RNAi) also induces a

high percentage of Muv animals in mutants of the ligand

lin-3, another background that should reduce Ras signalling

(Table IV). In contrast, no Muv animals were detected

after knockdown of six other tested synMuv genes in the

let-60(n2021) background: trr-1/TRRAP, lin-35 Rb, met-2, rls-

1/lin-61, lin-15A, or lin-15B (data not shown). The increase

in Muv frequency does not appear to be due to an increase

in RNAi sensitivity of let-60(n2021), as it is not seen in the

RNAi supersensitive strain rrf-3(pk1426) (Simmer et al, 2002)

(Table IV). In addition, the embryonic lethality observed by

smo-1(RNAi) is not rescued by let-60(n2021), therefore an

increase in survival cannot explain our observation (data not

shown). Taken together, these results indicate that sumoyla-

tion affects vulval development differently from other

synMuv genes.

Since the let-60(n2021) weak loss-of-function mutant still

allows significant Ras signalling, we used a stronger inhibi-

tion of the pathway to assess whether the Muv phenotype of

smo-1(RNAi) animals requires Ras signalling. The let-23(sy1)

loss-of-function mutant of the RTK receptor reduces VPC

induction to 0.21; in this background, smo-1(RNAi) does

not produce Muv animals (Table IV). This indicates that the

Muv phenotype induced by smo-1(RNAi) requires a minimal

level of Ras signalling that is provided by let-60(n2021), but

not by let-23(sy1). If sumoylation inhibited signalling through

the Ras pathway directly, we would expect RNAi of smo-1 in a

wild-type background to cause a higher level of Muv animals

than RNAi in a background where Ras signalling is reduced.

However, the opposite is seen: a higher percentage of Muv

animals is seen when Ras signalling is reduced (as in let-

60(n2021 mutants) compared to wild type. These results

suggest that sumoylation negatively modulates vulval deve-

lopment via another pathway that is dependent on Ras and

which is more active when Ras signalling is reduced.

The LIN-12/Notch pathway is a good candidate for media-

ting this sumo-dependent inhibition of vulval development.

LIN-12 is necessary and sufficient for the 21 vulval fate, and

the LIN-12/Notch signalling pathway crosstalks with the

Ras signalling cascade: a high level of Ras signalling leads

to production of LIN-12/Notch ligands and downregulation

of the LIN-12 receptor; subsequent activation of the LIN-12/

Notch receptor in adjacent cells causes a reduction of

Ras signalling (Shaye and Greenwald, 2002; Chen and

Greenwald, 2004; Sundaram, 2004; Yoo et al, 2004). It has

also been shown that hyperactivation of the LIN-12/Notch

signalling pathway leads to a Muv phenotype (Greenwald

et al, 1983).

If LIN-12/Notch signalling is responsible for the Muv

phenotype of let-60(n2021); smo-1(RNAi) animals, then this

phenotype should be suppressed by mutation of lin-12.

Indeed, we found that neither smo-1(RNAi); let-60(n2021);

lin-12(n941)/þ nor smo-1(RNAi); let-60(n2021); lin-12

(n676n930) animals display a high percentage of Muv pheno-

type (Table V). This suggests that sumoylation negatively

regulates one or more components of the LIN-12/Notch

signalling pathway.

Two new synMuv B genes are linked to transcription

repression

We identified five additional genes with synMuv B activity,

two of which (R06C7.7 and R05D3.11) have links to tran-

scription repression (Table II). R06C7.7 (rls-1) is similar to the

Drosophila and human lethal (3) malignant brain tumor

(L(3)MBT)) proteins containing MBT repeats (Table II) and

was also previously identified in a screen for genes involved

in genome stability (Pothof et al, 2003). R05D3.11 met-2

Figure 3 HDA-1 is sumoylated. Western blot of wild-type (lane 1)
or smo-1 SUMO mutant (lane 2) total worm extract, probed with an
anti-HDA-1 antibody. The N2 (WT) extract shows a fast-migrating
band at about 65 kDa and a slow-migrating band at about 75 kDa.
The slow-migrating band is absent from smo-1 SUMO mutant
extract.

Table IV Genetic interactions observed between smo-1 and let-60
Ras signalling

Genotype % Muv (n) VPCs induced

smo-1(RNAi) 7 (15) 3.20
smo-1 (RNAi);let-60(n2021) 56 (50) 3.66
ubc-9(RNAi);let-60(n2021) 50 (12) 3.42
uba-2(RNAi);let-60(n2021) 50 (12) 3.67
smo-1(RNAi);lin-3(n378) 50 (10) 2.30
smo-1 (RNAi);let-23(sy1) 0 (29) 0.94
smo-1 (RNAi);rrf-3 (pk1426) 10 (21) 3.07
let-60(n2021) 0 (18) 2.83
lin-3(n378) 0 (20) 0.48
let-23(sy1) 0 (17) 0.21
rrf-3(pk1426) 0 (18) 3.00

Indicated are the genotype, the percentage of Muv animals and the
number of animals analysed, and the average number of VPCs
induced.
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encodes a homologue of SETDB1, a histone H3 lysine 9

methyltransferase of the Suv39 family (Schultz et al, 2001).

The remaining three new synMuv genes (E01A2.4, W07B3.2

gei-4, and Y71G12B.9) have undefined biochemical function,

but a clear role in antagonizing Ras-induced vulval develop-

ment (Tables II and III).

SynMuv proteins transcriptionally repress a lag-2

reporter gene

As a step towards understanding how the synMuv proteins

function, we sought to identify a transcriptional target.

Although functions of synMuv genes have been studied

primarily in vulval development, many encode widely ex-

pressed nuclear proteins that have clear roles in other tissues

(e.g., hda-1; Dufourcq et al, 2002). Furthermore, LIN-35 Rb

inhibits vulval development by acting in the hypodermal

syncytium hyp7 and not in vulval cells (Myers and

Greenwald, 2005). Previously, it was shown that inhibition

of hda-1 results in ectopic expression of a lag-2 reporter gene

in gut and epidermal cells, indicating that repression of lag-2

outside the vulva requires HDA-1 (Dufourcq et al, 2002).

Because HDA-1 cooperates with other synMuv proteins in the

antagonism of vulval development, we decided to test

whether other synMuv proteins might repress lag-2 in gut

cells. We used RNAi to inhibit new and previously identified

synMuv genes and scored for ectopic lag-2Hgfp expression.

As previously reported, we found that RNAi of hda-1

causes ectopic lag-2Hgfp expression in the gut (Table III).

Remarkably, RNAi of many other synMuv genes results in

similar ectopic reporter expression (Table VI and Figure 4).

These include the NuRD components let-418 Mi-2, rba-2/lin-

53 RbAp48 , the let-418 Mi-2-interacting mep-1, and a homo-

logue of the NuRD component p66 (called dcp-66) (Table VI).

This suggests that hda-1 may act within the NuRD complex

for repression of lag-2. Similarly, RNAi of the sumoylation

pathway genes smo-1, ubc-9, or uba-2 leads to ectopic lag-2

expression (Table VI and Figure 4). No misexpression was

seen for RNAi of lin-15A or several class B synMuv genes

(Table VI). In addition, lag-2Hgfp was not induced in a

synthetic fashion by RNAi of any of three class B genes in a

lin-15A mutant background (Table VI). However, surpris-

ingly, single RNAi of some class B synMuv genes including

lin-35 Rb, lin-15B, lin-9, JC8.6 (Owen et al, 2003) and the

novel synMuv genes W07B3.2 gei-4 and W01G7.3 did induce

ectopic lag-2 expression (Table VI). This indicates that at least

some class B synMuv genes have nonredundant functions

in transcriptional repression. Of interest, RNAi of efl-1 and

R06C7.7 caused ectopic expression in tissues outside the gut

and epidermis (data not shown).

Finally, we tested six components of the TRRAP/TIP60

acetyltransferase complex, including the ATP-dependent

DNA helicases homologous to human RUVB1 and RUVB2.

We found that RNAi of each caused derepression of the lag-2

reporter (Table VI and Figure 4). In contrast, RNAi of pcaf-1

or ada-2, two presumed components of the SAGA complex,

which is also expected to contain TRRAP (reviewed in

Carrozza et al, 2003), had no effect on reporter expression

(Table VI). Taken together, these results show that in contrast

to the redundant roles of synMuv genes in vulval develop-

ment, many synMuv genes have a nonredundant role in the

repression of lag-2 in the gut.

Discussion

We took a systematic RNAi screening approach to identify

new synMuv genes involved in antagonizing Ras signalling in

the vulva. The nine new genes we identified all have human

homologues and many have links to transcriptional control.

Three of the new genes are components of the sumoylation

pathway, which we showed can positively regulate synMuv

activity and inhibit Notch signalling in the vulva. In addition,

we demonstrate that many of the new and previously studied

synMuv proteins function in nonredundant transcriptional

Table V Notch signalling is required for the smo-1(RNAi);let-
60(n2021) Muv phenotype

Genotype % Muv
(n)

VPCs
induced

smo-1(RNAi);let-60n2021 60 (15) 3.87
smo-1(RNAi);lin-12(n941/+);let-60(n2021) 0 (22) 3.00
lin-12(n941/+);let-60(n2021) 0 (29) 3.00
smo-1(RNAi);lin-12(n676n930);let-60(n2021) 4 (24) 3.02
lin-12(n676n930);let-60(n2021) 0 (25) 2.90

Indicated are the genotype, the percentage of Muv animal and the
number of animals analysed, and the average number of VPCs
induced.

Figure 4 The lag-2Hgfp reporter assay. (A) Wild-type mid-L4 stage
worm carrying the lag-2Hgfp reporter shows strong expression only
in the distal tip cells (white arrows) and the vulva (white arrow-
heads). RNAi of T22D1.10 ruvb-2 helicase (B) or K12C11.2 smo-1
(C) induces strong ectopic expression of lag-2Hgfp in the intestine.
Only one DTC is visible in the focal plane shown in (C). (D) RNAi of
T14G8.1 chd-3 does not induce ectopic lag-2Hgfp expression.
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repression outside the vulva, suggesting that they may act

together in multiple developmental contexts.

Classification of synMuv genes

synMuv genes are grouped into classes defined by their

genetic interactions. Classically, class A gene mutations

cause a synMuv phenotype in class B mutant backgrounds

and vice versa, but not in mutant backgrounds of the same

class. Similarly, class C mutations induce a synMuv pheno-

type in either class A or class B mutant backgrounds, but not

in class C backgrounds. Recent data have linked molecular

complexes to some of these classes. Class B gene products

appear to belong to the recently described Myb–MuvB or

dREAM complex (Korenjak et al, 2004; Lewis et al, 2004; see

below), whereas class C genes encode components of a TIP60

histone acetyltransferase (HAT) complex (Ceol and Horvitz,

2004). NuRD complex components have a different beha-

viour, showing synthetic phenotypes in class A or class B

backgrounds (Solari and Ahringer, 2000; von Zelewsky et al,

2000; Chen and Han, 2001; Unhavaithaya et al, 2002). Here,

we showed that the sumoylation pathway defines a separate

synMuv class, as its inhibition causes a synMuv phenotype

in class A, B, or C backgrounds. It is still unclear what

molecular activities are encoded by class A genes.

No new class A genes were found in our screen, raising the

possibility that most or all of the class A genes have already

been identified. However, we did discover genes where

knockdown caused highly penetrant synthetic lethality in

a class B background, which precluded scoring of the

vulva. In addition, the screen identified genes where RNAi

caused synthetic morphogenetic vulval defects in a class B

background, rather than hyperinduction (G Poulin and

J Ahringer, unpublished). Therefore, there may be class A

genes remaining to be discovered that have wider develop-

mental roles than those identified to date.

It is difficult to estimate how many additional synMuv

genes exist, although it is likely that most of the as yet

undiscovered synMuv genes are either essential genes or

are members of gene families with partially redundant func-

tions. In contrast to the genes identified by classical forward

genetics, most of the new genes identified by these RNAi

screens are essential (78 versus 50%), suggesting that the

classical screens have probably saturated for synMuv genes

with homozygous viable phenotypes.

The synMuv genes, chromatin complexes,

and transcription regulation

Most of the studied synMuv proteins are found in the

nucleus, and homologues of some are components of char-

acterized chromatin regulating complexes (e.g., the NuRD

complex). One of the new synMuv genes we identified is

R06C7.7; it is similar to the Drosophila and human L(3)MBT

proteins and encodes MBT repeats. Recently, L(3)MBT was

identified as a component of the Myb–MuvB complex that

acts in transcriptional repression, gene amplification, and

G1/S-phase transition (Korenjak et al, 2004; Lewis et al,

2004); except for Myb, which has not been found in

C. elegans, all the components of this complex are synMuv

proteins (Lipsick, 2004; R06C7.7/L(3)MBT, LIN-9/Mip130,

LIN-53/RbAp48, JC8.6/Mip120, LIN-37/Mip40, LIN-35 RB/

RBF1,2, EFL-1/E2F2, DPL-1/DP, HDA-1/RPD3, and LIN-52/

dLIN-52). Human L(3)MBT also has transcriptional repressor

activity (Boccuni et al, 2003). In C. elegans, it is likely that

R06C7.7 rls-1/lin-61 has a role in transcription repression as

part of a similar Myb–MuvB complex.

Another new synMuv gene we identified that has links to

transcription repression is met-2, a conserved histone methyl-

transferase related to mammalian SETDB1. In mammalian

systems, it has been shown that after deacetylation of histone

H3 tails by HDAC1, lysine 9 is methylated and then bound

by HP1, a chromodomain protein, to maintain the repressed

chromatin state (Boggs et al, 2002; Peters et al, 2002). The

C. elegans chromodomain protein HPL-2, similar to HP1, was

previously shown to have synMuv activity (Couteau et al,

2002). Because of their function in chromatin remodelling

Table VI Ectopic expression of lag-2Hgfp after RNAi of synMuv and
related genes

Gene inhibited by RNAi Genetic
background

% ectopic
expression (n)

Sumoylation pathway
K12C11.2 smo-1 WT 75 (20)
W02A11.4 uba-2 WT 34.8 (69)
F29B9.6 ubc-9 WT 72.7 (11)

NuRD components
F26F12.7 let-418 WT 90 (80)
KO7A1.12 rba-2 WT 100 (11)
C53A5.3 hda-1 WT 94 (50)
C26C6.5 dcp-66 WT 93 (71)
M04B2.1 mep-1 WT 80 (20)

synMuv B genes involved in lag-2 repression
W07B3.2 gei-4 WT 100 (10)
C32F10.2 lin-35 WT 40 (20)
ZK662.4 lin-15B WT 95 (20)
ZK637.7a lin-9 WT 75 (20)
JC8.6 WT 76 (25)
W01G7.3 WT 55 (20)

TIP60 complex
C47D12.1 trr-1 WT 61.5 (78)
VC5.4 mys-1 WT 31 (62)
Y111B2A.23 ssl-1 WT 25 (24)
Y111B2A.11 epc-1 WT 100 (11)
C27H6.2 ruvb-1 WT 65 (17)
T22D1.10 ruvb-2 WT 75 (20)

No ectopic expression
ZK678.1 lin15A WT 0 (154)
T27C4.4a egr-1 WT 0 (40)
K07A1.11 rba-1 WT 0 (16)
T14G8.1 chd-3 WT 0 (40)
R05D3.11 met-2 WT 0 (40)
EO1A2.4 WT 0 (60)
Y71G12B.9 WT 0 (40)
Y47G6A.6 pcaf-1 WT 0 (60)
F32A5.1 ada-2 WT 0 (45)
F44B9.6 lin-36 WT 0 (70)
F44B9.6 lin-36 lin-15A(n767) 0 (30)
ZK418.4 lin-37 WT 0 (50)
ZK418.4 lin-37 lin-15A(n767) 0 (25)
ZK632.13 lin-52 WT 0 (50)
ZK632.13 lin-52 lin-15A(n767) 0 (25)
Empty vec WT 0 (128)

The predicted gene, locus, the genetic background (WT or lin-
15A(n767)), and the percentage of animals with ectopic gut
expression with the number of animals analysed (n) are indicated.
The results have been divided into five groups: the sumoylation
pathway, NuRD components, synMuv B genes involved in lag-
2Hgfp expression, the TIP60 complex, and no ectopic gut expres-
sion.
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and their role in vulval development, we suggest that HDA-1,

MET-2, and HPL-2 form a cassette for repression of vulval

target genes: HDA-1 could deacetylate H3 lysine 9 at target

genes as part of a NuRD or Myb–MuvB complex, MET-2

would methylate these residues, and HPL-2 would sub-

sequently bind the methylated sites.

Role for synMuv proteins outside the vulva

We found that lag-2 expression in the gut is negatively

regulated by many of the synMuv genes. Based on sequence

homology, some of these synMuv proteins are predicted to be

members of at least three different chromatin-remodelling

complexes: the NuRD nucleosome-remodelling and HDAC

complex, the Myb–MuvB HDAC complex, and the TIP60

HAT complex. Most of the predicted NuRD components

negatively regulate lag-2 expression, including the conserved

dcp-66 (Table VI). However, knockdown of only five out of

nine of the Myb–MuvB complex genes tested (lin-35 Rb,

hda-1, rba-2/lin-53, lin-9, and JC8.6) caused ectopic gut

expression of lag-2 (Table VI). In contrast, all nine have

synMuv activity. This difference suggests the possibility

that there may be several different complexes containing

Myb–MuvB components. Alternatively, for some genes, the

RNAi assay for synMuv activity might be more sensitive than

for ectopic lag-2Hgfp expression in the gut.

All of the tested homologues of TIP60 complex compo-

nents are also needed for lag-2 repression. The TIP60 com-

plex (similar to the NuA4 complex in yeast) contains the

MYST family HAT TIP60, which has been linked with tran-

scriptional activation through acetylation of histone H4

(Grant et al, 1998; Allard et al, 1999; Sterner and Berger,

2000; Vignali et al, 2000; Cai et al, 2003). It is intriguing that a

HAT complex linked to transcription activation acts in the

same process as HDAC complexes linked to transcription

repression. One possibility is that the TIP60 HAT and NuRD

and/or Myb–MuvB HDAC complexes have different target

genes both in vulval development and in lag-2 repression,

where TIP60 could be required for activation of repressors.

A simpler alternative is that acetylation of histone H4

(a preferred substrate for TIP60) or of a non-histone factor

has a direct role in transcriptional repression. Indeed, a

recent study showed transcription repression activity for

TIP60 (Xiao et al, 2003). Future work will be required to

determine whether TIP60 and the HDAC complexes function

on the same or different target genes.

Sumoylation and repression of transcription

Several recent reports have linked sumoylation with tran-

scriptional repression. For example, histone H4 is sumoylated

and SUMO-H4 can be co-immunoprecipitated from chromatin

along with HDAC1 and HP1 (Shiio and Eisenman, 2003).

SUMO modification is also required for the Polycomb group

protein SOP-2 to repress Hox genes (Zhang et al, 2004). In

C. elegans, it was recently shown that the ETS domain

transcription factor LIN-1 is sumoylated (Leight et al, 2005).

LIN-1 represses vulval fates and is negatively regulated by

RTK signalling (Beitel et al, 1995; Tan et al, 1998). Sumoy-

lation of LIN-1 promotes transcriptional repression and med-

iates an interaction with MEP-1, also a NuRD interacting

protein (Leight et al, 2005). Sumoylation might antagonize

Ras-induced vulval development by modulating the activity

of multiple repressors of transcription, such as HDA-1, LIN-1,

histone H4, and/or other synMuv genes. However, it is

unlikely that the synMuv phenotype caused by inhibition

of sumoylation is due to loss of lin-1 activity. The synMuv

phenotype is dependent on Ras signalling, whereas the Muv

phenotype of lin-1 mutants is not. It is intriguing that the

sumoylation pathway, which could produce SUMO-H4, and

the TIP60 HAT complex, which could acetylate histone H4,

might function together in transcription repression. It will be

of interest to investigate whether these two modifications

together mark chromatin for a repressed state.

Sumoylation and signalling

Three components of the SUMO pathway, smo-1/SUMO, uba-

2, and ubc-9, are synMuv genes. As with other synMuv genes,

we found that the synMuv phenotype requires Ras signalling,

but is independent of the ligand LIN-3. Surprisingly, although

inhibition of sumoylation in wild-type or strong let-60/Ras

mutant backgrounds has little effect on vulval development,

under conditions of reduced Ras function (e.g., in the let-60

(n2021) background), a high percentage Muv phenotype is

induced (Table VI). We found that this latter phenotype

requires LIN-12/Notch signalling.

It may seem counterintuitive that inhibiting sumoylation

causes a Muv phenotype where Ras function is reduced, but

not where it is wild type or strongly inhibited. This might be

explained by considering the role of the Ras pathway in

regulating LIN-12 signalling. Normally, Ras signalling in the

1o cell activates the LIN-12/Notch pathway (and the 2o cell

fate) in neighbouring cells by inducing production of LIN-12

ligands (Chen and Greenwald, 2004; Yoo et al, 2004). In the

absence of Ras signalling (e.g., in the let-23(sy1) back-

ground), no LIN-12 ligands should be produced, conse-

quently LIN-12 signalling should not be activated even if

sumoylation is inhibited, and therefore it would be unable to

induce a Muv phenotype. Ras signalling also inhibits LIN-12/

Notch signalling in the 1o cell by promoting LIN-12 endo-

cytosis and degradation (Sternberg, 1988; Shaye and

Greenwald, 2002; Chen and Greenwald, 2004; reviewed in

Sundaram, 2004). Inhibiting sumoylation in a wild-type back-

ground might cause a higher than normal level of Ras

signalling in all vulval cells due to partial abrogation of the

synMuv activity, which might generally decrease LIN-12/

Notch levels, preventing induction of the Muv phenotype.

In the case of compromising sumoylation where there is a

reduced level of Ras activity (e.g., in the let-60(n2021) back-

ground), there might be sufficient Ras signalling to produce

LIN-12 ligands, but not enough to promote LIN-12 receptor

downregulation, leading to a Muv phenotype dependent

upon LIN-12 signalling (Table V). If, in this background, a

synMuv A or a synMuv B mutation is also present, this may

be sufficient to elevate Ras signalling to the point where it

could trigger LIN-12 downregulation and thus prevent the

occurrence of the Muv phenotype. The next goal is to

investigate these models directly to learn at what level

sumoylation acts to inhibit Notch signalling.

In summary, sumoylation appears to have at least two

functions in vulval development: inhibition of ligand-inde-

pendent RTK/Ras activity through positively regulating one

or more synMuv protein activities (e.g., HDA-1) and inhibi-

tion of Notch signalling. This latter activity might be part of

the crosstalk mechanism between Ras and Notch signalling

pathways.
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Concluding remarks

Through this systematic approach and previous studies, most

of the synMuv genes in the genome are likely to have been

identified. Based on the biochemical functions of new and

previously known synMuv genes, it appears that sumoylation

and multiple chromatin-remodelling activities (acetylation,

deacetylation, and methylation) converge to antagonize

Ras-induced vulval development through multiple complexes

(Myb–MuvB, NuRD, and TIP60). Sumoylation positively

modulates synMuv activity and inhibits Notch signalling,

and these activities are likely to be conserved in higher

organisms. The key goal for the future is to identify the target

genes regulated and to uncover the mechanisms through

which these proteins and complexes act together.

Materials and methods

RNAi screening
RNAi using the feeding library of 16 757 clones (Fraser et al, 2000;
Kamath et al, 2003) was performed as described previously
(Kamath et al, 2001), with minor modifications. Briefly, six-well
plates containing NGM agar, 1 mm IPTG, and 25 mg/ml carbenicillin
were inoculated with bacterial cultures grown for 6–10 h at 371C in
LB medium supplemented with 100mg/ml ampicillin. Three to eight
synchronized lin-15A (n767) or lin-15B (n744) L3–L4 stage worms
were placed in individual wells containing one bacterial strain and
the plates maintained at 211C. Scoring for the Muv phenotype was
performed using a dissecting microscope after 72 h or when F1
progeny reached adulthood. Bacterial strains inducing multiple
protrusions in lin-15A or lin-15B mutants were rescreened in both
backgrounds; only those strains that induced greater than 5%
mutant animals were analysed further. All positive RNAi clones
in this study were sequence verified.

RNAi constructs
Constructs used for RNAi are described by Fraser et al (2000) and
Kamath et al (2003) except for lin-15A and lin-15B, which were
made using the primers below to amplify fragments from genomic
DNA: lin-15A primers: AGGTGGTGAGGTTGGACTTG and CACA
GAACTTTAGTGGCGCA; lin-15B primers: CGTTCAGCAGTCGTGG
TAGA and CAGGAACGGTGGATGAAAAT.

Vulval induction assays
VPC (P3p–P8p) cell fates were followed by counting the number of
descendants produced by each VPC, as described in by Sternberg
and Horvitz (1986) and Moghal and Sternberg (2003). Briefly, a
score of 1.0 is assigned to a VPC when the vulval fate has been
adopted by both direct descendants of any of the VPCs (P3p–8p)
and a score of 0.5 if only one direct descendant has a vulval fate.
Descendants from VPCs that have fused with the hypodermis
(nonvulval fate) have a score of 0. In wild type, three VPCs (P5.p,

P6.p, and P7.p) fully adopt the vulval fate and three VPCs fuse,
giving a score of 3.0. A score of more than 3.0 indicates VPC
hyperinduction. RNAi was carried out on six-well plates by feeding
three L3/L4 worms for 42 h, then transferring these worms to a new
well with the same bacteria for 24 h and then transferring again.
Feeding was performed at 211C and scoring was usually performed
using F1 progeny from the second well.

lag-2Hgfp ectopic expression assay
The lag-2Hfp strain used (JK2868, qIs56) and assay conditions are
as described by Dufourcq et al (2002). Mid-L4 worms were mounted
on 3% agar pads in tetramisole (5 mM) and individually scored for
ectopic expression in the gut using 40� optics on a Zeiss Axioplan
microscope.

Western blot
Whole-worm extracts were prepared using RIPA buffer followed by
sonication. A total of 25 N2 worms and 50 smo-1 mutant worms
were used for extract preparation. The latter were selected on the
basis of a protruding vulva observed on escapers. The samples were
run on SDS–PAGE 10% gel and an anti-HDA-1 antibody (Santa
Cruz) was used for probing. Detection was performed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (Amersham Biosciences, ECL plus).
The smo-1 strain (VC186: smo-1(ok359)/szT1[lon-2(e678)]; þ /szT1 X)
was generated by the C. elegans knock-out consortium and obtained
from the CGC.

Strains used in this study
N2, lin-15A(n767), lin-15B(n744), let-60(n2021), lin-3(n378) dpy-
20(e1282), gap-1(ga133), let-23(sy1), rrf-3(pk1426), ncl-1(e1865)
unc-36(e251)lin-12(n941)III/hT2[qIs48](I;III), lin-12(n676n930), lin-12
(n676n930);let-60(n2021), ncl-1(e1865)unc-36(e251)lin-12(n941)III/
hT2[qIs48](I;III);let060(n2021), lin-3(n378)dpy-20(e1282);lin-15A
(n767), lin-3(n378) dpy-20(e1282);lin-15B(n744), let-60(n2021);lin-
15A(n767), let-60(n2021);lin-15B(n744), and mys-1(n4075) V/nT1
[qIs51] (IV;V) were used.
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